
SYNTHESSIS info 
The Synthessis Project consists of professionals in the field of events, who try to highlight the 
profile of the city, through music. 
For all of us at Synthessis, the memories of frantic parties, of young people crammed into 
having fun standing up, tirelessly, are an inspiration! 
Although this reality is far from today, our group makes an original effort through online 
music events, reviving the era of intense fun, safely. 
The goal of our team is to activate a multifaceted artistic project that highlights the profile of 
the city, through music, connecting today with yesterday. 
The online streams and the offline events that we support, have as their main axis the 
promotion of Thessaloniki 
through locations landmarks that are a pole of attraction of entertainment and tourism. 
Our most recent synergy in this context is the online stream we conducted at the NOESIS 
Science Technology Dissemination Center. 
  
UNISON bio 
Unison is no stranger in the Dance world, Djing since 1993 as he started in London where 
electronic music was being blooming at that time. 
From DJing for the TIP crew birthday parties, went on to Goa to create his weekly Legendary 
SEA BREEZE event and by 1996 he was DJing internationally on a standard basis. 
For years now his long hour sets made people travel on the dancefloor and him around the 
world. 
These days sets are shorter but you will still find yourself travelling through his unique 
storytelling. 
His versatility has brought him to mainstream events playing alongside acts such as Moby 
and Bjork. 
He has been rated as one of the Top Trance DJs of all times and has been recommended by 
the MUZIK magazine in London as the DJ to look out for.. 
He climbed the charts with the electro tune "Electrogirl" and got the "Top Release" Stamp 
on DJ MAG and MIXMAG. 
If u haven't sensed his musical tuning as yet, make sure u do and u will never forget. 
  
SYNTHESSIS links 
https://www.facebook.com/synthessisproject 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6VcdWXITK2dec0WnFaW1Fw 
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